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Abstract. The analysis of increasing flow of data about Tropical rainfall is a big
challenge faced by meteorologists. This work presents an approach to pre-process,
organize and query high quality meteorological data. Thus, we present a semantic
approach that uses well-founded ontologies that help meteorologists to develop
SPARQL queries that navigate over high quality data and provenance metadata
collected during the execution meteorological in silico experiments.
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1 Introduction

There is great interest in determining the periods and the probability of occurrence of
extreme hydrometeorological events so as to mitigate possible associated risks to cit-
izens and agribusiness. Briefly, meteorological data flows from lots of sensors through
heterogeneous apparatus to scientists’ databases where they perform statistics, analytics
to tune mathematical models to study the occurrences extreme events. Therefore, in this
work, we present an approach that uses well-founded ontologies [1, 3, 8] and prove-
nance management techniques to aid researchers to investigate the cause of erroneous
values detected at any point of the pre-processing chain and to query high quality
meteorological.

2 Materials and Methods

Meteorological Data and Pre-processors - Daily raw rainfall data were obtained from
75 weather stations geographically scattered in the southeast region of Rio de Janeiro
State, Brazil, one of the regions subject to the occurrence of extreme rainfall events.
The datasets are part of long meteorological series (bigger than 20 years since 1960).
The series were extracted over the Web from FAO and HidroWeb systems [4] by a
Web framework named “Meteoro”, previously developed by our research group [2],
which uses several Vistrails workflows as chains of pre-processors to generate higher
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quality curated meteorological data. The pre-processors checks: high–low extreme
daily values, internal consistency, temporal and spatial outliers, missing and erroneous
data. The framework allows meteorologists to rectify gap data and annotate datasets
with provenance to reduce error propagation on long-term meteorological investiga-
tions. Besides, the framework also generates a structured relational repository of high
quality meteorological data. The quality of data in the repository generated was
evaluated by Precinoto et al. (2013) [5]. However, despite the computations, data are
still faulty and presents some semantic inconsistencies. Thus, in order to reduce the
semantic gaps, we developed well founded provenance ontology to annotate meteo-
rological data of the repository.

Well-Founded Ontologies - In this work, we have used the ontologically well-founded
UML modeling profile named OntoUML presented by Guizzardi and Halpin [3] to
develop well-founded ontologies. This profile comprises a number of stereotyped
classes and relations implanting a metamodel that reflect the structure and axiomat-
ization of a foundational and domain independent ontology named Unified Foundation
Ontology (UFO). We also used the Open proVenance Ontology (OvO) [1] which is
based in three other theories: the lifecycle of scientific experiments, presented by
Mattoso et al. [6], PROV-O and PROV-DM specifications and UFO itself. OvO’s
concepts are modeled as UML profile because of the widespread understanding of
classes and relations and their suitability. OvO was developed as a set of three sub-
ontologies: (i) in silico scientific experiment sub-ontology, (ii) experiment composition
sub-ontology, (iii) experiment execution sub-ontology. The sub-ontologies comple-
ment each other; they are connected by relations between their concepts as well as by
formal axioms.

3 Meteoro Ontology and WebOntology Query Tool

Meteoro is an application ontology that maps the concepts of (i) the pre-processing
steps of raw meteorological data into curated data; (ii) provenance metadata about data
transformations executed by the pre-processors and; (iii) the characteristics about the in
silico experiments performed by the meteorologists. It makes these concepts explicit,
extends the OvO to that domain, besides reuses the concepts of provenance in large
scale scientific experiments described by Cruz et al. [1, 8]. Meteoro, like OVO, was
designed using OLED (OntoUML Lightweight Editor) [3], it is an editor for On-
toUML, aimed to provide a simple, lightweight and integrated set of features such as
model editing, syntax verification, instances simulation via Alloy, anti-pattern man-
agement and transformations to OWL. In other words, Meteoro is first modeled in an
ontologically well-founded language that explicitly commits to fundamental ontolog-
ical distinctions in their metamodels comprising type such as: Rigid (Kinds and
subKinds), Anti-Rigid (Phases and Roles) and Semi-Rigid (Mixins). After that, it can
be converted to another language that supports inferences and reasonings.

Meteoro Ontology - To be computed, the ontology has to be codified into another
language that supports automated inferences. Besides, it must consider legacy appli-
cations and other relevant requirements such as reasonable computational efficiency
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and compatibility with Semantic Web standards. Thus, we transformed Meteoro from
OLED to OWL taking advantage of the Protégé editor. The codification of well-
founded ontologies to OWL is complex. The mappings between two radically different
languages need for customizations to represent each domain element. During the
execution of this work OLED was still under development; thus we used two rounds of
mapping. As the first round, we used the mapping rules defined by Zamborlini et al.
[7]. As the second round of mapping, we used rules to match the concepts of the
ontology to the relations of the meteorological repository. This approach allows rela-
tional databases to offer their contents as virtual RDF graphs without the replication of
the RDB in RDF triples. Besides, it permits meteorologists to develop SPARQL
queries and navigate over meteorological data and provenance metadata thought the
concepts of the ontology.

WebOntology Tool - We have noticed that it was not trivial for meteorologists to
create SPARQL queries that involve meteorological data, provenance metadata and
also ontology classes. Thus, we developed a simple web-based graphical query tool
named WebOntology that uses the Meteoro ontology to assist meteorologists with
respect to the process of query formulation over the meteorological repositories. There
are two main functionalities that we considered important to be mentioned: (i) Manage
Queries: It aims to reduce the researcher’s (re)work. It allows them to create, execute,
delete and update SPARQL queries over the data repository; (ii) SPARQL EasyBuilder:
It lets meteorologists create simple queries even without knowing the syntax of the
language. Therefore, it allows users to navigate through the concepts and properties and
graphically develop simple queries by selecting features like ontology class, object,
properties and values to be searched.

4 Conclusion

This work presented an approach to help meteorologist to manage curated data about
Tropical rainfall. Our proposal incorporates well-founded ontologies, provenance and
Semantic Web standards to recover high quality meteorological data annotated with
provenance metadata generated during early stages of data transformation.
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